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Turn Passion into Purpose

Explore St. John’s Today!
            Turn Passion into Purpose
      

    Plan Your St. John’s Pathway
  
            See how your journey aligns with what drives you.
      


            Law, Policy & Government
      
See Another Area of Interest
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                      Ashley
      
        
            Staten Island, NY
      
In the Classroom
Homeland Security
Homeland Security, Bachelor of Science
In the Community
            Clubs & Organizations 
      
President's SocietyROTC

          In the World
            Training 
      
Cadet Summer TrainingCadet Troop Leading Training




            Communications, Marketing & Media
      
See Another Area of Interest
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                      Maria 
      
        
            Orlando, FL
      
In the Classroom
Journalism
Journalism, Bachelor of ScienceInternational Communication
International Communication, Master of Science
In the Community
            Clubs and Organizations
      
President’s SocietyThe Torch

          In the World
            Internship
      
LinkedIn




            Science & Mathematics
      
See Another Area of Interest
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                      Jenna
      
        
            Queens, NY
      
In the Classroom
Chemistry
Chemistry, Bachelor of Science Chemistry
Chemistry, Master of Science
In the Community
President's SocietyResidence Life

          In the World
Global Passport Program




            Science & Mathematics
      
See Another Area of Interest
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                      Lucas
      
        
            Warren, RI
      
In the Classroom
Environmental Studies
Environmental Science, Bachelor of SciencePhysics
Physics Minor
In the Community
            Clubs and Organizations 
      
Plunge Program 

          In the World
            Internship
      
Campus Sustainability 




            Education
      
See Another Area of Interest
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                      Julia
      
        
            Elmont, NY
      
In the Classroom
Adolescent Education (Grades 7-12)
Adolescent Education, Bachelor of Science
In the Community
            Clubs & Organizations 
      
Croatian-American Cultural SocietyAlpha Sigma Alpha

          In the World
            Study Abroad
      
Rome, Italy
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                        Education That Elevates
      
          

With programs for every path, a St. John’s University education gives you limitless opportunities to broaden your mind, discover your passion, and reach new heights.


    All Programs  
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            Service 
      

At St. John’s, you help make the world a better place by volunteering, fighting injustice, and serving those in need.


            Majors, Minors, and More 
      
Our more than 100 undergraduate majors and programs of study are designed to prepare you for a successful future.

    All Undergraduate Programs
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            Flexible Options
      

With online, hybrid, and in-person options, you can earn a degree that works with your schedule.


            Graduate Programs
      
As a St. John’s graduate student, you gain deep knowledge, practical experience, and lasting connections to help you achieve your goals. Whether you want to continue your studies, explore new avenues, or advance your current career, we can help.

    All Graduate Programs
  
            Additional Academic Opportunities
      
            Nondegree Programs
      

Enrich your life with a nondegree program in everything from short-term English language and American culture offerings, to professional development or exchange programs.


    Nondegree Programs
  
            High School Student Programs
      

Through the College Advantage Program, you can enroll in select high school courses while earning college credit at a deeply discounted rate.


    Programs for High School Students
  





            Want to learn more? 
      
                                  
            Connect with our Office of Admission
      
                              

    Undergraduate Admission
  
    Graduate Admission
  
Featured Opportunity            Schedule a Visit!
      

See for yourself what it means to be a Johnnie.


    Register today for a campus tour.
  






            Living Our Values 
      


As a Catholic and Vincentian University, our core values are woven into every aspect of our University and focus on six tenets: Truth, Love, Respect, Opportunity, Excellence, and Service.


    Values at St. John’s
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Value in Action            Opportunity
      

“No matter where you go, you always run into people who went to St. John’s."


            Rossella Rago ’09C
      
            BA in Italian Literature
      
St. John's College of Liberal Arts and SciencesThe School of Education


Read Rossella's Success Story
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Value in Action            Service
      

“Catholic schools like Hayes and St. John’s reinforced the early lessons of my parents, and the NYPD Academy finessed that mission of service to others,” he said. “There is nothing in the world like public service. My father taught me that every day on the job is an opportunity to change lives— and in the NYPD we get to do that every single day.”


            Edward A. Caban ’89SVC
      
BS in Criminal Justice
The Lesley H. and William L. Collins College of Professional Studies


Read Edward's Success Story
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Value in Action            Opportunity
      

“All roads lead back to St. John’s,” he stressed. “St. John’s gave me an opportunity to get an education,” he recalled. “Most people who come here are looking for that opportunity. It’s up to you what you do with it.”


            Wendell Cruz, Esq. ’91SVC
      
BS in Criminal Justice
The Lesley H. and William L. Collins College of Professional Studies


Read Wendell's Success Story
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Value in Action            Love
      

“I have a great appreciation for St. John’s University and have fond memories of my time there,” he shared during a recent interview. “My first experience as a student and later as an administrator prepared me for a professional career and a lifetime of service to others.”


            Rev. Joseph G. Marina, S.J., Ph.D., M.Div. ’86C, ’90GEd
      
MSEd in Adolescent Education (Grades 7-12)
The School of Education


Read Joseph's Success Story
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Value in Action            Respect
      

"It’s all about a sense of belonging and I belong here. St. John’s welcomes students from all over the world and, conversely, encourages its students to travel the world and experience the homes of so many of the cultures found in Queens."


            Tiffany Eason ’16CPS, ’18MS 
      
MS in International Communication
The Lesley H. and William L. Collins College of Professional Studies


Read Tiffany's Success Story
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Value in Action            Opportunity
      

“When you go on service plunges and do things that help others, you live out Catholic social teaching in a very active sense,” Peter said. “It was really inspiring to do that in the internship, too.”


            Peter Paolo ’23C
      
BA/MA in Government and Politics
St. John's College of Liberal Arts and Sciences


Read Peter's Success Story
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Value in Action            Truth
      

“I’ve been interested in the issue of fair trade all my life. I’m also focused on issues related to feminism, so I started thinking about women-run businesses in Africa. This project was the best experience of my life and I would never change it.”


            Diana Nikoloski ’22CCPS 
      
BS in Public RelationsMS in International Communication
The Lesley H. and William L. Collins College of Professional Studies


Read Diana's Success Story
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“I have a great appreciation for St. John’s University and have fond memories of my time there,” he shared during a recent interview. “My first experience as a student and later as an administrator prepared me for a professional career and a lifetime of service to others.”
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"It’s all about a sense of belonging and I belong here. St. John’s welcomes students from all over the world and, conversely, encourages its students to travel the world and experience the homes of so many of the cultures found in Queens."
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“When you go on service plunges and do things that help others, you live out Catholic social teaching in a very active sense,” Peter said. “It was really inspiring to do that in the internship, too.”
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“I’ve been interested in the issue of fair trade all my life. I’m also focused on issues related to feminism, so I started thinking about women-run businesses in Africa. This project was the best experience of my life and I would never change it.”
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“Catholic schools like Hayes and St. John’s reinforced the early lessons of my parents, and the NYPD Academy finessed that mission of service to others,” he said. “There is nothing in the world like public service. My father taught me that every day on the job is an opportunity to change lives— and in the NYPD we get to do that every single day.”
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            Cultivating Global Citizenship
      
At St. John’s, you can immerse yourself in a variety of new cultures and perspectives, whether you study in the US or abroad.


    Our Locations
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New York Locations
Nestled in the heart of Queens, NY, our 102-acre campus blends suburban tranquility with urban excitement.
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Rome, Italy
At our Rome campus, you enjoy a timeless academic experience steps away from Vatican City and the heart of the city.
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Paris, France
Immerse yourself in the City of Light and enjoy incomparable artistic, cultural, and educational opportunities.

[image: Line art of Limerick, Ireland]
Limerick, Ireland
Study in one of Ireland’s oldest cities at Mary Immaculate College, a vibrant Catholic college on 25 acres, steps from medieval castles and cathedrals.



							            We Are St. John’s
      
					    



							            Our current students and alumni have amazing stories to tell. See how these Johnnies have transformed their passion into real-world success.
      
						


    Success At St. John's
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Global Travel and Career Success: How This Alumna Built a Thriving Career in Risk Management
Jamie Soderman ’21SRM, a proud alumna of the Maurice R. Greenberg School of Risk Management (GSRM), embarked on a remarkable journey that took her across the globe and ultimately led her to excel in her chosen career path in the ever-evolving field of Risk Management.
            Jamie Soderman ’21SRM
                  The Peter J. Tobin College of Business
      Highlight
She earned a Master of Science degree in Risk Management and Risk Analytics from the Maurice R. Greenberg School of Risk Management, Insurance and Actuarial Science at The Peter J. Tobin College of Business on the Manhattan, NY, campus of St. John’s University.
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Student Sees Possibilities in Urban Ecology and Sustainability
Sustainability is more than an experiment for St. John’s University student Lucas Shears. It’s a way of life.
            Lucas Shears '24
                  St. John's College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
      Highlight
Born into a family of green thumbs in rural Rhode Island, Lucas, a senior majoring in Environmental Science with a minor in Physics, is spreading the good news of eco-friendliness across campus as a member of the Earth Club and a student worker in the Office of Sustainability. He was among a small group of students who, to commemorate Earth Day in April, reopened the campus organic garden, raising vegetables to feed the hungry and planting trees to reduce carbon inefficiency.  
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            Support Starts with Admission
      
We're here to answer any questions you may have about the process.  
            Office of Admission
      

						            Welcome Center, 8000 Utopia Parkway Queens, NY 11439
      
					
	[email protected]
	718-990-2000
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